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QUESTION 1

What is indicative of Information Leakage vulnerability? 

A. When the user logs in, hello, username!is displayed. 

B. The exception call stack is displayed. 

C. The message incorrect username or password!is displayed. 

D. The message script error: Please contact the Web site administrator!is displayed. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What information does difference displayed in the Request / Response tab provide? 

A. the difference between two tests 

B. how the vulnerability was resolved 

C. howAppScan constructed the test HTTP request 

D. how the Web application page has been modified from its previous version 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

If the URL to your home page is http://domain.com and it redirects to http://www.domain.com, how would you configure
your scan? 

A. do not do anything 

B. configure theAppScan proxy settings 

C. addwww.domain.com to the list of additional domains 

D. edit your DNS settings 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which AppScan report type relates to Sarbanes-Oxley Act, HIPPA and FISMA? 



A. Compliance 

B. WASC Threat Classification 

C. OWASP Top 10 

D. Delta Analysis 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You are scanning a Web site in a pre-production environment. You notice that your scan is running very slowly and
there are numerous communication errors. What would you do to resolve the problem? 

A. increase the number of threads and decrease the timeout limit 

B. decrease the number of threads and increase the timeout limit 

C. increase the number of threads and increase the timeout limit 

D. set the timeout to 0 for infinite timeout 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

When can an injection type attack occur? 

A. when the database is set up on a server outside the demilitarized zone 

B. when an error message is generated by the Web server 

C. when user-supplied data is sent to an interpreter as part of a command, query, or data 

D. when too many users have ADMIN credentials to the Web server console 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

What information does reasoning displayed in the Request / Response tab provide? 

A. how to avoid this type of issue 

B. whyAppScan concluded that there is an issue 

C. howAppScan constructed the test 

D. why this issue causes non-compliance 



Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

You expect your scan to cover around 500 pages, but instead it covers 55. What are three possible reasons for this?
(Choose three.) 

A. You chose the wrong test policy. 

B. The login failed. 

C. You specified only one connection. 

D. JavaScript Execution was not enabled. 

E. The redundant path limit was set too low. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 9

AppScanreported a large number of idden files, which you know do not exist on your Web server. What is the likely
cause? 

A. You did not define a custom error page. 

B. AppScan created all these files on the server. 

C. You did not exclude third-party domains. 

D. Somebody put the files on the server. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

After 30 minutes your scan stops with an out-of-session error. What is a possible cause of this error? 

A. Redundant path limit was too low. 

B. A parameter was not tracked. 

C. Flash parsing was turned off. 

D. Platform authentication was not configured. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11



You notice that when you run your scan, your login account gets locked out. How can you resolve the issue? 

A. disables tests on your login and logout pages 

B. disable JavaScript execute 

C. reduce the number of threads 

D. increase the timeout limit 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Which Web application operation indicates that the application may be vulnerable to Cross-site Request Forgery? 

A. GETtransferfunds.aspx?sacct=3434dacct=56745formtoken= YUR345 

B. GETsendemail.aspx?address=jsmith@dfg.com subject=hello content= 

C. GET search.aspx text=ersonal banking 

D. GET login.aspx 

Correct Answer: B 
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